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In this edition of the ACE Newsletter, we focus on two items that have
featured prominently on the provincial legislative agenda in the Fall of
2006 and the Winter of 2007. Bill 140, An Act respecting long-term care
homes, has been winding its way through the legislative process at
Queen’s Park. This law, once passed, will govern all long-term care in
Ontario. At the same time, the Ontario Seniors’ Secretariat has been
consulting on regulation of retirement homes.
In this issue, we provide an overview and commentary on these
initiatives, both of which will be of crucial importance to lives of
Ontarians in the years to come.
Retirement home consultation
reveals confusion

Long-term care homes bill
close to becoming law

By Pauline Rosenbaum, Staff Lawyer

By Pauline Rosenbaum, Staff Lawyer

In its third attempt in recent years to
bring some coherence to the world
of retirement homes, the Ontario
government is hearing, yet again,
that this is an area of public policy
where consensus will be elusive.
On December 22, 2006, the Ontario
Seniors’ Secretariat circulated a
discussion document and solicited
input on “regulating care sold in Ontario’s Retirement Home industry”.
The document introduced a proposed definition of retirement
homes, solicited ideas on potential
models for regulating the industry,
and asked what types of services or
features of retirement homes
should be subject to regulation. The
document also announced consultation sessions being held around
the province in February and March
2007.
… continued on page 4

Three years after a government
consultation on the future of longterm care in Ontario, Bill 140, An
Act respecting long-term care
homes, has been working its way
through the provincial legislative
process.
The Bill proposes a residentcentred, rights-based approach to
long-term care, and consolidates
the three pieces of legislation that
currently govern long-term care in
Ontario (the Nursing Homes Act,
the Charitable Institutions Act, and
the Homes for the Aged and Rest
Homes Act). It was introduced on
October 3, 2006, and as of the time
of writing it has gone through First
and Second Reading, and was the
subject of scrutiny by the Standing
Committee on Social Policy.
… continued on page 12

engaged in analysis and discussions with other
stakeholder groups. Clearly, the scope of
achievement of this group speaks volumes about
the strength of the ACE team.

Message from the Chair
By Kathy Fairbarns, Chair

During the past year, the Board engaged in several strategy sessions which focused on reOn behalf of the Board, I would like to thank the examining its role, particularly in relation to comstaff of ACE for their hard work and continued
munity outreach and the promotion of ACE, funddedication to fulfilling ACE’s mandate in three key raising, partnering opportunities and LAO consulareas – the provision of direct legal services to
tation.
low-income seniors, public education on seniors’
To this end, the Board has increased its particiissues and law reform activities.
pation in the activities of the ACLCO and the LAO
Last year, despite the fact that the clinic was
Clinic Advisory Committee with the goal of supshort-staffed for much of the year, the ACE team porting the strengthening of the clinic law system
was able to maintain the previous year’s service in Ontario and ACE’s role in that system.
levels for client advice and representation.
In addition, Board members have increased their
In addition, ACE staff participated in or led nuinvolvement in LAO consultations – recent exammerous public legal education activities. Of parples include the LAO Strategic Plan and funding
ticular note was the participation of three ACE
issues. The Board also plans to explore opportustaff at the Second Annual Conference of the Ca- nities to partner with other organizations in the
nadian Centre for Elder Care Law Studies in Oc- strengthening of elder law awareness in Ontario
tober in Vancouver.
and across Canada.
Probably the most significant law reform activities
undertaken by ACE staff related to new long-term
care home legislation: Bill 140 was released in
October, 2006. ACE staff was involved in briefings prior to the release of the legislation and has

It is our belief that, in a climate that appears to
undervalue the clinic system, we must redouble
our efforts to raise awareness and actively engage the community and government.

Kathy Fairbarns, right, is the Chair of
the Board of ACE.
Here, she poses for a photo with the
Honourable Flora MacDonald, after
Mrs. MacDonald’s lecture at the ACE
Annual General Meeting.

Photo credit:
Roy Neale
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Tackling Violence Against Seniors on Television
By Susan Heakes
Last month, Laura Watts was watching television
with her young son. A commercial came on the
screen depicting older adults playing croquet,
happily engaged in their pursuits. From one side
of the screen emerged a large male football
player who tackled one of the seniors very hard,
flattening him to the ground. The assaulted senior was hit so hard that he could no longer move.
He appeared unconscious or dead for the remainder of the commercial.

which she found so offensive. The ads were
pulled almost immediately and letters of apology
were made available to those offended, by each
of the three organizations involved. She was assured that we will not see these ads on television
again.

Fortunately for all of us, Laura Watts works in the
area of elder law as the Program Director of the
Canadian Centre for Elder Law Studies
(“CCELS”). She took immediate personal action.
She contacted a number of people interested in
the issue of elder abuse who expressed similar
outrage and concern. She then contacted the
public relations company responsible for Gibsons
and was then put in contact with the CFL, Gibson’s and the ad company that created the ads

Watch your television more closely and follow
Laura’s example of taking personal action. With
a little diligence, we can all make a difference to
the public awareness of and perception of elder
abuse.

Public consciousness of violence against older
adults and ageism is low, if existent at all. It is
astonishing that a number of people obviously
found humour in this ad without any concern
about the message they were sending to us
The football player then engaged in a touchdown-style celebratory dance. The commenta- about violence and seniors. This was not the first
tor noted that Gibson’s Whiskey does not spon- commercial nor will it be the last that finds elder
abuse and ageist stereotyping entertaining.
sor such sports as croquet (with the impression
that they are for the old and useless), but rather Laura’s young son found it horrifying. So did
Gibson’s Whiskey sponsors the Canadian Foot- she. And so did so many of her friends and colleagues across the country and around the world
ball League instead.
who are working to combat ageism and elder
At the end of the commercial, her young son Alex abuse. Each of them took time from their busy
turned to her and asked “Mummy, why did the
lives to protest such violent, ageist imagines in
football player kill the nice grandpa?”
our media.

Laura Watts’s actions were taken on her own behalf and not on behalf of the CCELS or any other
organization.
Newsflash: CCACs Reorganize

The provincial government announced in late December
that Ontario’s Community Care Access Centres (CCACs)
would be realigned to match the boundaries of the Local
Health Integration Networks (LHINs) that were established
by the government in 2006. There are now 14 CCAC Head
Offices, as well as branch and site offices across Ontario.
To find the CCAC in your region, check with the Ontario
Association of Community Care Access Centres on the
Internet at www.oaccac.on.ca. CCACs continue to have
the mandate of helping people to access governmentfunded home care services and long-term care homes.
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Retirement Homes Consultation (continued from page 1)
ACE has serious concerns about the consultation
document and consultation process currently being undertaken. The public does not have enough
information about “retirement homes” at this
stage of the process to be able to contribute as
much as they otherwise could. The very questions being asked by the government seem to tilt
the discussion away from the legal framework
that currently regulates this sector. The definition
of “retirement homes” and a consensus about the
role that this form of housing plays are so elusive
that there is currently no solid ground on which to
consider how care and services provided in this
sector should be regulated.

their independence for as long as possible and to
the greatest degree possible.

Further, the government has not done a very
good job alleviating public confusion about the
differences between long-term care homes
(sometimes called nursing homes, rest homes, or
homes for the aged) and retirement homes. As
described elsewhere in this edition, long-term
care homes are the subject of comprehensive
government regulation and receive health funding
from government. Eligibility for long-term care
homes is determined by Community Care Access
Centres (CCACs) and the admission process is
administred by the CCACs.

In the March 2006 provincial budget, funds were
set aside for the Ontario Seniors’ Secretariat to
consult on “a new regulatory framework for
strengthening standards of care in Ontario’s retirement homes.” There is no indication in the
consultation materials
of how close or far the
government is from
creating such a framework, and no timeline
has been made public.
As previously noted,
public consultation
meetings are taking
place through February and March 2007 in
locations across Ontario. It is unclear whether
there will be any legislative activity on this subject
before this fall’s provincial election.

The Ontario government has initiated discussions
on this sector in the past. A 1993 report by Dr.
Ernie Lightman led to the regulation of so-called
“care homes” under landlord-tenant legislation. A
2000 “listening tour” by the Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister Responsible for Seniors led to
the creation of a telephone complaints line concerning retirement homes. The line is funded by
the government and operated by ORCA, the Ontario Retirement Communities Association.

In contrast, retirement homes, or “care homes”,
are tenancies regulated under the Residential
Tenancies Act (formerly the Tenant Protection
Act) and residents of care homes are tenants.
Many members of the public are not clear about
this distinction, and are therefore not in a good
position to contribute to the ongoing discussions
about how such accommodation should be regulated in the future.

Current legal framework: “care homes”
Some people believe that retirement homes are
entirely unregulated. This is not the case. In fact,
several different areas of law affect this sector.
First, what are commonly referred to as
“retirement homes” are in fact legally called “care
homes” under landlord-tenant legislation. According to the Residential Tenancies Act, a “care
home” is a residential complex that is occupied or
intended to be occupied by persons for the purpose of receiving care services, whether or not
receiving the services is the primary purpose of
the occupancy. Care services, in turn, mean
...continued on next page

Background
ACE has long encouraged greater regulation of
what are known by most people as “retirement
homes”. Further, ACE believes that this type of
housing plays a critical role in the spectrum of
accommodation options that should be available
to seniors (and, in some cases, others). And, of
course, ACE supports housing options that help
keep seniors in their communities and promote
4

Retirement Homes Consultation (continued from page 4)
health care services, rehabilitative or therapeutic
services or services that provide assistance with
the activities of daily living. Care home tenants
have all the rights of other tenants and some additional rights, including the right to receive a
Care Home Information Package, or “CHIP”, setting out the services and other items that are included in their monthly fees.

Second, why must the adults be unrelated? Does
this mean that if two siblings, cousins, or a married couple enter the retirement home, it no
longer meets the definition of what the government is proposing to regulate?

Third, what is the significance of the minimum
number of eight tenants? Eight may not be a reasonable minimum number for care homes in rural
In addition to the landlord-tenant character of a
or distant geographic settings. Does the procare home, other aspects of the law continue to
posed definition imply that residents in such
apply in such settings. For example, the common homes should be treated differently from those
law (judge-made law) governs such matters as
living in large homes in urban settings? Even in
assault and battery. Criminal law also governs
urban communities, why should a person providassaults of all types as well as theft. The Ontario ing care and accommodation to a smaller group
Building Code applies to the standards of the
of people not be subject to regulation? In fact,
“built environment” of each facility. Regulated
many of the court cases on abuse in retirement
health professionals carrying on business within homes have centred on providers who run small,
care homes, such as doctors, nurses, physio“bootleg” operations where the care is negligent
therapists, etc., continue to be governed by the
and can even result in death.
professional standards of their governing College
(the College of Physicians and Surgeons, the
College of Nurses, etc.). Care home tenants may It is understandable that there is such confusion
receive home care services through the CCAC,
surrounding an appropriate definition of a retireand these services are overseen and regulated
ment home. This type of housing has proven diffiby provincial law. Further, care homes are subcult to characterize, and many governments
ject to municipal by-laws dealing with such mat- around the world have struggled with this questers as fire prevention and food preparation.
tion at the same time as a huge and profitable
industry has developed to provide higher-end
Definition: concerns and confusion about what is housing for seniors.
being regulated
However, it is unclear why the consultation document would move away from an existing definition of “care home” into a murkier area. Moreover, without a clear understanding of what exactly it is that we are trying to regulate, the discussions will become mired in confusion about
the goal of the exercise.

Much of the legal information provided above
was missing from the government’s consultation
document. For example, while the document
mentions in passing that there is an existing legislated definition of a care home, it proposes a
new definition of retirement home: “a home
where eight or more unrelated adults purchase
accommodation and care, where such care is not
funded or regulated by any level of government”.

The big question: a continuum of care or a paralReaders will immediately identify some problems lel to long-term care?
with this proposed definition. First, the care received by care home tenants may potentially be A basic policy choice may be the starting point for
funded (through home care) and is regulated by the discussion of regulating retirement homes.
professional standards legislation through the
...continued on next page
Colleges, as described above.
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Retirement Homes Consultation (continued from page 5)
All of these questions stem from how we choose
to think about retirement homes as a form of accommodation. These debates should form the
backdrop for the ongoing discussion of how to
regulate this sector.

One school of thought conceives of retirement
homes as a step along the continuum of living in
one’s “own home” in the community, then moving
to a retirement home when one may wish to have
assistance in some aspects of daily living (meals,
bathing, cleaning, etc.), and eventually, if and
when care needs escalate, moving into a longterm care home for a higher level of nursing care
and monitoring.

What is the appropriate regulatory model?
Another key policy question in this discussion
concerns what kind of regulation is most appropriate when dealing with care and accommodation in this context. Particularly given that this is a
sector where the “consumer” can be vulnerable,
what is the best way to ensure that seniors’ rights
and interests are protected?

A second school of thought would have a retirement home be a place in which any level of nursing or assistive services could be purchased and
delivered within the retirement home, no matter
what the level of the tenant’s care needs.
This is a fundamental question. Should we conceive of retirement homes as part of the continuum of accommodation choices, or as a place
that could amount to a “parallel” long-term care
system? This choice has many implications.

As noted above, the accommodation aspect of
this sector is already subject to landlord-tenant
law, and disputes over the tenancy can be taken
to the provincial Landlord Tenant Board (LTB).
The provision of care, however, and other asIf retirement homes provide a “parallel” to longpects of care home living such as nutrition, proterm care, is this in effect authorizing two-tiered
gramming, supervision, and training of employmedicine where those who can afford to purees are not subject to regulation in any coherent
chase extensive caregiving services do so in a
retirement home setting, while others who cannot fashion, if at all.
afford to hire private-pay caregivers enter the
One model being proposed by the government in
government-funded long-term care system?
this consultation is a “third-party regulatory
model”. Under this model, the government would
While Ontario’s government officially maintains
that it does not support two-tiered medicine, are create an agency or organization that would
come up with standards, and monitor its member
retirement homes an exception?
organizations to ensure they are complying with
these standards. The government itself would not
If a retirement home is providing care services
that are indistinguishable from those provided in be responsible for creating any minimum stanlong-term care, why should these services, care dards, conducting inspections, or penalizing for
non-compliance.
providers and operators not be subject to the
same degree of regulation as their long-term care
counterparts? And for that matter, why should the By way of example, this is the type of model that
the government has used in regulating travel
services not be funded as “health services” by
agencies, real estate agents, motor vehicle dealthe Ontario government?’
ers, and other consumer industries. Each of the
regulatory bodies in these examples is governed
On the other hand, if a retirement home is one
by a Board of Directors made up of industry and
aspect of a continuum of accommodation
consumer representatives.
choices, should there be a cap on the kinds or
levels of services provided in such a home? For
example, is it appropriate for retirement homes to It is true that the regulatory bodies control who
can get a license to engage in the kind of busiprovide “locked units” or to restrain residents
ness in question. They can also set minimum
without the same scrutiny as in long-term care?
....continued on next page
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Retirement Homes Consultation (continued from page 6)
public, and if so how? If not, why
not? Are the reviews made available to potential tenants so that
they can evaluate the accommodation and care services offered by a
particular ORCA member retirement home?

standards of training and quality
assurance within their industry.
But in each of the examples cited
above, consider the impact of the
regulatory body on the
“consumer”. When you are a consumer in those examples, a oneoff transaction can go wrong: the
cruise line you booked your holiday with could go bankrupt, a real
estate agent could make a bad recommendation,
or a motor vehicle dealer could sell you a lemon.
You can complain to the regulatory body and
they may investigate and pay you a certain
amount of compensation. This is a fairly straightforward and simple issue.

What seems more appropriate to
ACE is a government-operated licensing system with gradations, or
classes, of license that a home would have to
have if it wished to provide certain classes of service. In the same way that drivers have to meet
certain standards in order to receive a license to
operate different classes of vehicles, different
classes of license could be available for retirement homes that wish to offer different types of
ACE has serious concerns about this type of
service. Consumers would then be aware of what
model being used for care homes. The relationship between the care home tenant and the land- services they can expect, and could be assured
that such services meet agreed-upon standards
lord is fundamentally different than the one-off
situations described above. If you have a dispute for safety, care, and quality of service.
with your travel agent, you can find another agent
to book your next holiday, or you can do it on
your own. But if your dispute is with the operator Consultation meetings
of your care home, you still have to live there
ACE attended the consultation meeting that was
while the matter is being resolved, and in many
held in Toronto on February 16, 2007. While a full
cases you will not want to, or be able to, simply
report will be released by the Ontario Seniors’
move to a new home. Further, considering the
serious consequences of poor or inadequate care Secretariat on the outcomes of the provincial
consultations, it is fair to say at the moment that
in a retirement home, where the remedy would
all of the questions referred to above, and many
not be purely monetary, this type of regulatory
others, remain open for debate. What is clear,
model is not appropriate.
however, is that any regulation that may be put in
ACE would also have great concerns about com- place must ensure the safety of all persons residplete industry self-regulation. The consultation
ing in care homes, and must be transparent and
document makes reference to standards used by open so that the public is aware of the standards
the Ontario Residential Communities Association it can expect will be met.
(ORCA) to apply to their members, although not
every home is required to be an ORCA member. In ACE’s view, this process should not be rushed
simply so the government can state that it has
But this raises more questions: What is missing
“achieved” retirement home regulation before the
from these standards? Do the ORCA standards
ensure quality of services and consumer protec- next election. Time must be taken to ensure that
tion? How are they enforced? What happens if a what is put in place is the right solution for this
member does not “meet” the standard? Who de- segment of the housing market, and that members of the public are informed and educated
cides whether they “meet” the standards? Is it
about what to expect from this sector in the fuORCA or an independent body? Who are the
ture. ***
actual reviewers and what are their qualifications? Are the results of these reviews made
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ACE’s Recent Collaborations
By Judith Wahl, Executive Director
survey of the members identified the key issues
that that they felt needed to be addressed.
It is estimated that approximately 8% of OnA working group drawn from the membership
tario’s population over the age of 65 have Alz- held a two-day workshop to develop a prelimiheimer’s Disease or a related dementia (ADRD) nary framework, and at a subsequent workshop
With the increasing number of seniors in an ag- revised the framework to reflect feedback from
ing population, the number of people with
the Roundtable and from invited guests.
ADRD in Ontario is projected to rise rapidly in
The resulting framework incorporates a vision,
the future and the supports required will become even greater. In light of this, what social a set of guiding principles, three planning piland health system adaptations will be needed
lars, and the enabling mechanisms required to
in the future to address the realities for people effectively implement the framework. It is inaffected by ADRD in the context of an aging
tended to operate at all levels – individual, comsociety, and to help people maintain a high
munity and system – and to be a lens through
which planning activities in all sectors are
quality of life for as long as possible?
viewed. It applies not only to the health and soTo address these questions the Ontario Govcial service sectors but also to anyone else who
ernment and the Alzheimer Society of Ontario
may come into contact with people with ADRD,
created four inter-related initiatives:
such as those working in public transit, housing,
retail establishments and the police.
• The Alzheimer Roundtable for Future
Planning
Underlying the framework are two key con• The Provincial Alzheimer Group
cepts: that the person with ADRD has the right
• The Alzheimer Knowledge Exchange
to be treated with dignity and respect regard• Local/Regional Dementia Networks
less of the illness; and that he or she should be
The purpose of the Roundtable was to bring
considered within the context of their environtogether a broad membership to develop an in- ment and support system rather than in isolategrated framework for future planning related tion, with all the connections, relationships and
to the impact of ADRD. This framework will
interdependencies that implies. This relationserve as a planning tool to guide Ontario’s reship-based approach to care recognizes that
sponse to a growing number of individuals afADRD affects not just the person with the illfected with ADRD.
ness but also their family and partners in care,
Membership on the Roundtable include contheir friends, their formal caregivers, and the
sumers and caregivers, policy makers, planbroader community in which they live.
ners, academics, researchers, and service proAlthough the framework has been developed
viders. ACE, as represented by Judith Wahl,
specifically to plan for ADRD, an added benefit
was appointed as a member of the Alzheimer
is that its concepts are broad enough that it can
Roundtable.
During its initial meetings the Roundtable drew be applied to planning for other illnesses across
the province.
on studies from the Alzheimer Strategy (ten
initiatives that were undertaken from 1999 to
The framework has been developed at a strate2004: see http://www.citizenship.gov.on.ca/
gic level of planning. In order to apply the
seniors/english/alzheimerstrategy for informaframework at the operational level, the Roundtion on the Strategy). It also undertook retable developed a toolkit in consultation with
search on topics such as the demographics of stakeholders. The toolkit translates the frameADRD and the determinants of seniors’ health, work into plain language and demonstrates how
and reviewed other planning frameworks. A
it can be applied. It will answer questions such
The Alzheimer Roundtable
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as, “How can our organization have an Alzheimer
Strategy based on this framework?” Or, “How can
the framework be translated so it recognizes the
issues of our particular agency?”

It is hoped that the government will endorse the
framework and adopt it as an integrated multisectoral planning tool to address the future impact of ADRD.

The toolkit uses common language to facilitate
When finalized, it is expected that the report and
cross-sectoral applications and ensure the frame- the toolkit will be available from the
work’s vision is realized.
Alzheimer Knowledge Exchange website at
https://www.ehealthontario.ca.
The toolkit is now being piloted before the framework and toolkit are finalized and presented to
the government with a final report on the work of ACE was honoured to have been asked to sit on
the Roundtable and to contribute to this planning
the Roundtable. The work of the Roundtable is
expected to be completed by March 31, 2007.
framework and toolkit.

New Interactive Alzheimer Education Tool now available from MAREP
The Murray Alzheimer Research and Education
Programme at the University of Waterloo
(MAREP) has developed an interactive education
program on CD-ROM using Flash technology.
This education program, focused on dementia
care, is designed to make learning more accessible and convenient for all those working in dementia care. Using the CD-ROM, learners, on
their own, work through 10 learning modules,
each focused on a different topic related to dementia care. The education program utilizes
video clips, stories, poetry, songs, exercises, and
hand-outs to illustrate the material presented in
the modules.

by leaders in a variety of settings to teach major
concepts related to dementia and dementia care.
The 10 modules included in the CD-ROM are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Advocacy Centre for the Elderly contributed
to this CD-ROM and education package by doing •
a module on Health Care Consent and Advance
•
Care Planning.
•

This tool is a wonderful learning resource for individual staff working in community programs or
long-term care settings. In addition, this tool can
be used by persons working in public service settings (e.g., transit workers, police, etc.) interested
in learning more about dementia. Family and
friends of persons living with dementia will also
benefit from the information, interactive activities,
and reflective exercises in this CD-ROM.

Overview of Dementia
Living with an Illness Causing Dementia/
Experience of Dementia
Care Models and Providing Quality Care
Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Responsive Behaviours in Dementia
Assessment in Gero-Psychiatry
Interventions for Persons with Dementia/
Improving Quality of Life
Ethics of Dementia Care (this is the module
to which ACE contributed)
Understanding the Family in the Dementia
Context
Reducing Care Provider Stress and Burnout
Dementia Care Education Series Summary
Sheet

For more
information on the
Dementia Care
Education Series
CD-ROM please
contact Frances
The CD-ROM can be purchased as an individual Morton at
self-learning tool or as a facilitator package which fmmorton@uwaterloo.ca or by calling (519) 888comes with a facilitator's guide that can be used 4567 ext 36880. See also the MAREP website at
www.marep.uwaterloo.ca.
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ACE AGM and Lecture Series a
Resounding Success

contributions to the local economies through
crafts, construction and childcare.

Ms. MacDonald also referred to the great deal of
recent media attention paid to the growing movement of grandmothers in Africa who are raising
On November 6, 2006, ACE’s Annual General
their grandchildren after losing their own children
Meeting featured more than the business of a
to HIV/AIDS. Remarking on the growing public
typical AGM. This year’s meeting was followed
awareness of this phenomenon, due in part to
by the second lecture in the ACE Lecture Series, the activities of the Stephen Lewis Foundation,
featuring guest speakers the Honourable Flora
Ms. McDonald noted that in discussions on aging
MacDonald and the Honourable Mr. Justice Paul around the world, we are more likely to hear
Perell.
about the needs of the elderly but not about their
contributions. Her presentation drew the audiAudience members were treated to thoughtful
and informative presentations by both speakers. ence’s attention to this in a most memorable way.
Mr. Justice Perell, a judge of the Ontario Superior In addition to hearing from two distinguished
Court of Justice in Toronto, spoke of the limits of speakers, the November 2006 AGM was also an
the adversarial legal system, particularly in situa- occasion for ACE members to thank our outgoing
tions of complex family relationships such as
chair, Gerda Kaegi, and our outgoing Board
those ACE often deals with. He described the
members. The members expressed their great
concept of "therapeutic jurisprudence”, an apappreciation to Gerda, Amy Shoemaker and
proach to the task of judging that attempts to fo- Elaine Vayda for their excellent service on the
cus court participants on how to approach the
ACE Board and wished them all the best in their
“dynamic future” of their situation rather than on future endeavours.
revisiting the “static past”. This can involve turning people’s minds to the possibilities of healing ACE also welcomed our new Chair, Kathy Fairthrough a focus on interests and needs, rather
barns, and new Board members Helen Kim,
than exclusively thinking about rights. Legal prob- Susan Heakes, Paula Psyllakis and Rumana
lems are not necessarily zero-sum games where Khalifa.
the winner takes all and the loser goes home
The AGM organizing committee, composed of
empty-handed. Mr. Justice Perell described the
Board members Alex Henderson, Jennifer
power of therapeutic jurisprudence as an approach that asks participants in the legal system Young, Amy Shoemaker and outgoing Chair
Gerda Kaegi, did an outstanding job planning
to “move beyond closure, and get to progress.”
and hosting this memorable event.
ACE was also thrilled to welcome another special
Below: Amy Shoemaker and Elaine Vayda
guest, the Honourable Flora MacDonald, a former Cabinet Minister in the Clark and Mulroney
governments and the Chairperson of Help Age
International. Ms. MacDonald spoke to the assembled audience members about her global
travels, including the recent trips she embarked
on as she approached her 80th birthday. She said
that while life may not begin at 80, it is not the
end either!
By Pauline Rosenbaum, Staff Lawyer

Ms. MacDonald showed the audience a slide
show of her photographs and portraits from her
recent trip through Tibet, Western China, Peshawar and Afghanistan, and spoke of the role of
seniors in those countries. She described their
10

Update: New Rules for Tenants and Spouses
By Rita Chrolavicius, Staff Lawyer
The new Residential Tenancies Act, 2007 came
into force on January 31, 2007. One of the
changes is the treatment of spouses who remain
in a rental unit when the main tenant dies or
moves out.

mains in the rental unit should advise the landlord that he or she intends to remain in the rental
unit. If the landlord is unaware of the spouse’s
intention to remain in the unit, the landlord can
apply to the Landlord and Tenant Board for an
eviction order.

Under the previous legislation, if a tenant died
and the spouse remained in the apartment, the
surviving spouse did not have the automatic right
to stay in the rental unit. There were court cases
that found that the surviving spouse was not a
tenant and could be locked out of the unit by the
landlord (Belleau v. Victoria Park Community
Homes).

There are some cases in which the new rules do
not apply. The new rules do not apply to social
or subsidized housing. They also do not apply to
care homes. If the rental unit is in a building containing more than three residential units and the
landlord resides in the building, spouses of tenants who vacate the unit without notice do not
automatically have the right to continue to reside
in the unit. Individuals should seek legal advice
about their own particular situation.

Under the new legislation, if a tenant of a rental
unit dies and there are no other tenants at the
rental unit, the tenancy shall be deemed to be
terminated 30 days after the death of the tenant.

The Regulation under the
new legislation provides that
if a tenant of a rental unit
dies and the rental unit is
the principal residence of
the spouse of that tenant,
the spouse becomes a tenant unless the spouse vacates their unit within 30 days of the death of the
tenant. Interestingly, the legislation does not
make it a requirement that the surviving spouse
notify the landlord of whether or not they intend
to move. The landlord still has some protection
as the landlord would know whether the next
rental payment has been made by the surviving
spouse.

The ability of spouses to continue to stay in a
rental unit applies to tenants who vacate a rental
unit without giving a notice of termination and
without entering into an agreement to terminate
the tenancy. In these cases, the spouse who re11

Remember:
Ontario legislation can be found on the internet
at: http://www.e-laws.gov.on.ca

Further information about the
Residential Tenancies Act can be found
through Community Legal Education Ontario
on the internet
at: http://www.cleo.on.ca/

Bill 140 In Review (continued from page 1)
ACE lawyers were involved in the initial consultations on the Bill, provided a lengthy submission to
the Standing Committee, and did an oral presentation to the Committee on January 17, 2006.

Finally, many presenters expressed disappointment that the first version of the Bill did not include a commitment or preference for not-forprofit delivery of long-term care services in Ontario. They stated that in other recent health care
legislation passed in this province, the legislature
specifically included a commitment to not-forCommittee presentations
profit delivery of health care. These presenters
Many people who presented before the Commit- urged the Committee to amend the Bill to include
such a commitment, stating that in not-for-profit
tee described the changing population in longterm care homes. Compared to the residents of a long-term care homes, any surplus in the budget
can be redirected to patient care rather than befew years ago, residents currently in long-term
coming profit for shareholders in for-profit corpocare have higher levels of dementia and mental
rations.
illness, they have higher physical care needs,
and they are living longer. Those making submissions to the Committee indicated that the
long-term care system must adapt to this new
ACE’s submission
reality and must be equipped, trained, and
ACE made an extenfunded to care for this changing population.
sive written submission
There were several other themes among presto the Committee. In
entations to the Committee. Long-term care
our submission, we
home providers stressed the importance of stasuggested certain
ble and predictable licence terms that would enamendments to the iniable them to secure proper financing to run their
tial version of the Bill.
homes. They also called for capital funding to
In what follows, we outline some of the key ismake upgrades to their homes, particularly those sues we presented to the Committee. For our
with “B” and “C” classifications.
complete submission, please visit our website.
Organizations representing staff of long-term
care homes, and certain individuals presenting
on their own behalf, described their desire to see
increased levels of funding and staffing in longterm care homes. They stated that staff are under
great pressure to provide the quality and quantity
of care that residents deserve, but that they do
not have the resources required to make this a
reality.
There were also presentations by Residents’
Council presidents and chairs of Family Councils.
These presenters acknowledged the hard work of
long-term care home staff, but expressed concern at the fact that Bill 140 did not appear to enhance the ability of staff to respond to residents’
care needs.

In our submission, we proposed amendments to
the definitions of “abuse” and “neglect” so that
residents are protected from all forms of mistreatment. We also recommended that the terms
“interventions” and “restorative services” be defined clearly, so that residents know what kinds of
care services they can expect, and so that homes
know what they are legally required to provide.
The Residents' Bill of Rights is a very important
component of the proposed legislation. It sets out
the rights that a resident can expect will be honoured by each long-term care home. The legislation provides that a resident can enforce these
rights against the long-term care home as if they
were agreed to in a contract between the resident
and the home. Bill 140 incorporates many of the
same rights that are afforded to residents under
....continued on next page
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mental capacity she was detained on the secure
unit and the staff of the home did not appear to
notice that she was capable of making her own
decision to leave the long-term care home and
move back to the community. This client's unforBecause of ACE's many experiences with longtunate situation illustrated the importance of
term care homes trying to prohibit residents from
ACE's recommendation for the legislation to set
bringing a friend or advocate to any meeting with
out clear, rights-respecting processes concerning
the home, ACE submitted that the Bill of Rights
admission to secure units.
should be amended to include the right to have
an advocate attend any meeting along with the
resident.
Other proposed amendments
ACE also recommended that the Bill of Rights
should include a right for all residents to receive Bill 140 contemplates the involvement of resiprogramming that is appropriate to their age, their dents and their family members in the life of the
long-term care home. It provides that each longphysical and cognitive abilities, and their interests. While long-term care homes may offer cer- term care home must have a Residents’ Council,
and may have a Family Council if so requested
tain kinds of programming, it may not be approby family members. ACE recommended that only
priate for certain ethnic and religious communiresidents should have the right to be a member
ties, nor for younger residents or those with developmental disabilities. ACE has advocated for of the Residents’ Council, because substitute decision-makers can become members of the Famthe right for all residents to receive appropriate
ily Council, as can other family members of resiprogramming.
dents, as well as “persons of importance” to a
resident.
the three existing pieces of long-term care legislation, and adds certain new rights.

Substitute decision-making and secure units

The Bill also requires that the long-term care
home provide an assistant who will help the ResiAnother of the key aspects of the Bill on which
dents’ Council or Family Council in its work. The
ACE commented was the role of substitute deciBill specifies that the assistant must be a person
sion-makers for residents who are mentally incawho is acceptable to
pable. We stressed that the legislation must be
the respective
clear about the rights and duties of substitute deCouncil, but ACE
cision-makers, in order to protect the rights of the
has recommended
residents.
that the assistant
must be subject to a
In particular, Jane Meadus, ACE’s Institutional
duty of confidentialAdvocate, made a presentation to the Standing
ity that protects the
Committee about the importance of respecting
residents' rights when dealing with admission to Council’s discussions from being
secure units. Secure units are areas of a longdisclosed to the
term care home which a resident is prevented
long-term care home or to other parties.
from leaving. Meadus described the situation of
one of ACE's clients who was detained on a seACE also suggested various amendments to the
cure unit for several years. An episodic mental
inspection process, and to the requirements of
illness, coupled with other health problems,
making inspection reports public. Further, alcaused her to require care in a secure environthough the Bill contemplates homes being
ment. However, even after she had regained her
....continued on next page
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exempt from the requirement of annual unannounced inspections, ACE submitted that all
homes should be inspected at least annually,
with no prior warning, in order to ensure that
residents are protected.

levels of dementia among long-term care home
residents.

Media attention

Funding must be allocated to revitalize "B" and
"C" beds to bring them up to the standards expected of new beds and redeveloped "D" beds.

Readers may have noticed that the Bill received
a significant amount of public attention in the media. Most of the attention has been centered on
two issues: licensing terms for long-term care
homes, and the concept of a minimum hours of
care per resident per day. The initial version of
the Bill established fixed renewable licensing
terms for long-term care homes according to the
classification of their beds (“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, or
“new” beds). The initial Bill did not include any
minimum requirements as to staffing levels in a
home, other than requiring that each home have
at least one registered nurse on duty and present
in the home at all times.

Funding must be allocated to the enforcement of
this legislation, so that its compliance and enforcement framework is respected and maintained.

Funding must be allocated to create new beds
across the province in anticipation of the fact that
Ontario's aging population will require care in
greater numbers, and for higher acuity needs.”

Looking forward

After so many years of waiting, ACE is pleased
that the long-term care system in Ontario has
been the focus of legislative action and public attention. ACE applauds the members of the public
who contributed comments and opinions throughWhile ACE did not put forward a position on eiout the government's process. ACE is optimistic
ther of these specific points, our submission did
that our proposed amendments will receive seristress the importance of funding that is stable,
ous consideration in the legislative process, and
sufficient, consistent and predictable. In our view, we eagerly anticipate reading the final version of
the funding question is key to both of the main
the Bill and seeing its letter and spirit being imissues reported on in the media.
plemented in long-term care homes across Ontario.
We submitted that without this funding commit***
ment, the long-term care system will simply not
work for residents, families, or the long-term care
industry. We wrote:
“Funding must be allocated to meet the ongoing
care needs of residents.
Funding must be allocated to regularize the staffing at long-term care homes so that residents'
care is assured of appropriate skill, expertise,
compassion, and continuity.
Funding must be allocated to train all staff of
long-term care homes in all matters relevant to
the care of vulnerable seniors. This includes
funding for training on managing the increasing
14

Highlights of the ACE Annual General Meeting and Lecture — November 6, 2006
Photos by Roy Neale

Clockwise from top left:
Board members Rumana Khalifa,
Maurice Richman, and Helen Kim;
Board member Jennifer Young and Staff
Lawyer Graham Webb;
Executive Director Judith Wahl with The
Honourable Flora MacDonald;
Board Member Jane Miller;
Judith Wahl with Robert Ward, new
CEO of Legal Aid Ontario.
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Watch for an announcement about our new website:

www.acelaw.ca

Coming soon!

Advocacy Centre for the Elderly
ABOUT THE CLINIC
ACE is a community-based legal clinic for low-income senior citizens in Ontario. It is the first clinic in Canada to specialize in the
legal problems of seniors.

2 Carlton Street
Suite 701
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1J3
Phone: (416) 598-2656
Fax: (416) 598-7924
Website:
www.advocacycentreelderly.org

ACE is funded by Legal Aid Ontario to provide a range of legal
services including direct client assistance, public legal education,
law reform, community development, and referral.
ACE is incorporated as a non-profit corporation under the name
“Holly Street Advocacy Centre for the Elderly Inc.”
Charitable Registration No. 106686728RR0001
HOURS OF SERVICE
Office Hours:
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Pauline Rosenbaum

Thursdays: 1 p.m.—5 p.m.
Executive Director: Judith A. Wahl

Contributors:
Pauline Rosenbaum
Kathy Fairbarns
Susan Heakes
Judith A. Wahl
Rita Chrolavicius

Board of Directors: Kathleen Fairbarns, Chair
Alex Henderson and Jennifer Young, Vice Chairs
Ruth Goodman, Secretary Jane Miller, Treasurer
Gerda Kaegi Myrna Mason Roy Neale
Maurice Richman Helen Kim Susan Heakes
Paula Psyllakis Rumana Khalifa
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